Qognify Customers and Partners Reap Rewards of Expanded
Resources, Research & Development and Services
Pearl River, New York– March **, 2018 – Qognify - the trusted advisor and technology solution
provider for physical security and enterprise incident management – reveals the advances that have
been made since the acquisition of On-Net Surveillance Systems, Inc. (OnSSI) and SeeTec GmbH in
January. The company is delivering its expanded product portfolio, complemented by enhanced
service and support for its expanded global customer-base and network of channel, technology and
camera partners.

The new unified company will demonstrate how it is ‘Safeguarding Your World’ on Booth 13074 at
ISC West in Las Vegas, April 10-12, 2019.

Qognify is one of the largest VMS, PSIM and video analytics providers for mid-market and enterprise
organizations and CEO, Steve Shine states: “Our customers place a premium on their physical security
strategy, either because of the complexity of their needs, or the specifics of the industries in which
they operate. Therefore, our focus is to deliver the solutions they need to achieve their required
outcomes.”

From its main research and development centers in Germany and Israel (as well as with additional
offshore resources), Qognify is dedicated to supporting and developing its premium portfolio of
market-leading and award-winning technologies, including VMS platforms – VisionHub, Ocularis,
Cayuga, NiceVision and FAST, and enterprise incident management platform – Situator.

Shine adds: “Qognify, OnSSI and SeeTec have always shared a similar solutions philosophy. Thus, it
was a logical step to combine these companies in order to accelerate global growth and to extend the
portfolio of products and technologies available to customers, resulting in faster access to new
markets and vertical industries.”

Customers are already benefiting from an expanded professional services offering, customization
capabilities and worldwide support. Furthermore, the ability to share developments across three of
the market’s leading VMS solutions such as camera integrations, gateways, analytics and mobile
applications, is creating some very exciting opportunities for organizations.

In addition to its headquarters in Pearl River, New York, Qognify has regional offices positioned
throughout Europe and Asia, ensuring it is geographically close to all its customers and partners.

About Qognify
Qognify helps safeguard your world. Providing solutions that mitigate risks, increase security and
optimize operations, Qognify serves thousands of customers around the world, who place a premium
on their physical security. Qognify’s comprehensive portfolio contains physical security and enterprise
incident management solutions which optimize outcomes in vertical sectors including manufacturing,
transportation, retail, education, finance, logistics, corrections, critical infrastructures and city, state
& federal government. In 2018, Qognify acquired OnSSI Group with its brands OnSSI and SeeTec,
forming a leading global player in the physical security market. Qognify is headquartered in Pearl River,
New York, and operates major development hubs in Germany and Israel, as well as sales and support
offices around the globe.
www.qognify.com
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